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Key Points:13

• There is a good agreement between observed morphology of 150-km echoes and14

simulated electron densities during a solar flare.15

• The results support the hypothesis that layering of 150-km echoes is connected16

to electron densities.17

• Decrease in vertical plasma drift during the solar flare can be attributed to changes18

in E-region conductivity.19
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Abstract20

Jicamarca Radio Observatory observations and Whole Atmosphere Community Climate21

Model with thermosphere-ionosphere eXtension (WACCM-X) simulations are used to22

investigate the effects of the September 7, 2005 X-17 solar flare on 150-km echoes, elec-23

tron densities, and vertical plasma drifts. The solar flare produces a remarkably simi-24

lar response in the observed 150-km echoes and simulated electron densities. The results25

provide additional evidence of the relationship between the background electron density26

and the layering structure that is seen in 150-km echoes. The simulations also capture27

a similar rapid decrease in vertical plasma drift velocity that is seen in the observations.28

The simulated change in vertical plasma drift is, however, weaker than the observed de-29

crease at the longitude of Jicamarca, though it is stronger east of Jicamarca. The effect30

of the solar flare on the vertical plasma drifts is primarily attributed to changes in con-31

ductivity due to the enhanced ionization during the solar flare.32

1 Introduction33

Despite being first observed over 50-years ago (Balsley, 1964), the source of the en-34

hanced VHF radar echoes that are observed near 150 km remains unexplained. These35

so-called 150-km echoes have subsequently been observed in the equatorial ionosphere36

at multiple longitudinal locations (J. L. Chau & Kudeki, 2006; Kudeki et al., 1998; de37

Paula & Hysell, 2004; Tsunoda & Ecklund, 2008; Choudhary et al., 2004; A. K. Patra38

et al., 2008). The 150-km echoes are observed nearly every day, and they are thus a ubiq-39

uitous feature of the equatorial ionosphere. The characteristics of the 150-km echoes have40

been well documented by observations. These characteristics include their occurrence41

only during the daytime, a necklace-like shape with descending structures prior to noon42

and ascending structures after noon, as well as the formation of distinct layers. More-43

over, the majority of 150-km echoes are a manifestation of naturally enhanced incoher-44

ent scatter echoes (e.g., J. L. Chau, 2004; J. Chau et al., 2009; J. L. Chau & Kudeki, 2013).45

Some of these features have led to the hypothesis that the 150-km echoes are due to pho-46

toelectrons (e.g., Oppenheim & Dimant, 2016). The connection to photoelectrons is fur-47

ther supported by the absence of 150-km echoes during the January 2010 solar eclipse48

(A. K. Patra et al., 2011), as well as their modification by solar flares (Reyes, 2012).49

The photoelectron origin of the 150-km echoes cannot fully explain the formation50

of several distinct layers. There does, however, appear to be a connection between the51

electron density, the temporal and altitudinal structure of the layers, and the gaps that52

form between layers (e.g., J. L. Chau et al., 2009; Reyes, 2017). For example, Reyes (2017)53

show a close correspondence between short-period (∼5-10 minute) fluctuations in elec-54

tron densities and the gaps in the 150-km echoes. This has led to the suggestion that55

the gaps between layers may form at distinct plasma frequencies (e.g., G. Lehmacher et56

al., 2018). However, A. Patra et al. (2017) recently disputed the connection between pho-57

toelectrons and 150-km echoes. They found an inverse relationship between 150-km echo58

power and EUV flux, and hypothesized that neutral dynamics play an important role59

in the formation of 150-km echoes. Though neutral dynamics may contribute to the 150-60

km echoes, they would not fully explain features such as the daytime only occurrence,61

narrow spectral widths, solar eclipse, and solar flare effects. These features suggest that62

photoelectrons contribute to the formation of 150-km echoes.63

Nonetheless, the connection between 150-km echoes, photoelectrons, and electron64

densities has yet to be fully explored. Understanding the relationship between 150-km65

echoes and electron densities would provide an additional step towards developing a com-66

plete theory to explain the 150-km echoes, improving our understanding of the equato-67

rial ionosphere. If a relationship between electron density and the power striations can68

be determined, 150-km echoes could also provide a high signal-to-noise ratio radar tar-69
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get for accurately measuring the electron density between the E-region and the F-region70

of the ionosphere.71

The main objective of the present study is to further investigate the connection be-72

tween electron densities and the 150-km echo layers. This is done through a compari-73

son of Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO) observations of 150-km echoes during the74

September 7, 2005 solar flare with electron densities simulated in the Whole Atmosphere75

Community Climate Model with thermosphere-ionosphere eXtension (WACCM-X). The76

simulated electron densities closely follow the observed layering structure of the 150-km77

echoes, supporting the close connection between the electron densities and the gaps that78

form between the 150-km echo layers. We further investigate the change in vertical plasma79

drift velocity during the solar flare, and find that this is likely related to a rapid change80

in the conductivity that occurs during the solar flare.81

2 JRO Observations82

The JRO observations were taken as part of a MST-ISR experiment, which is an83

experiment designed to observe the Mesosphere, Stratosphere and Trosposphere (MST)84

at the same time as the ionosphere in quasi thermal equilibrium via the Incoherent Scat-85

ter Radar (ISR) mode (e.g., G. A. Lehmacher et al., 2009, 2019). The MST mode allows86

the observation from 0 km to 200 km, while the ISR mode measures from 200 km to 90087

km in altitude. Although the mesosphere stops at around 100 km, the MST mode has88

proven to also be useful in the study of coherent scattering from ionospheric irregular-89

ities, such as those coming from 150-km echoes (e.g., Kudeki & Fawcett, 1993; J. L. Chau90

& Kudeki, 2006). The MST-ISR mode is realized by interleaving sequences of pulses with91

different repetition, pulse width and pulse coding. In the case of the MST part, 20 con-92

secutive pulses with 1.33 ms (or ∼200 km) interpulse period (IPP) and 64 baud com-93

plementary codes pulses with a total width of 64 µs (or 9.6 km) are transmitted. In the94

case of the ISR part, 2 Barker-3 coded pulses with a total width of 300 µs (or 45 km)95

and an IPP of 6.66 ms (or ∼1000 km) were transmitted. The nominal range reso-96

lution of the observations is 150 m.97

These pulse sequences were transmitted simultaneously on four different beam po-98

sitions (North, East, South and West), taking advantage of the modular and polariza-99

tion features of JRO. Two transmitters of 1 MW peak power each, were combined be-100

fore feeding all four beams simultaneously, i.e., on each beam 500 kW peak power was101

transmitted. In this work we present the results of September 7, 2005 only from the MST102

part of the West beam (-87.68◦ azimuth, 87.52◦ elevation), which is the beam pointing103

the closest to perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic field B (beam gain peak ∼0.8◦ from104

perpendicular to B and elongated in the North-South direction with a beam width of105

∼1.4◦) at 150 km at the time of the experiment. More details of the JRO modes, sig-106

nal processing, other solar flare effects, and other events can be found in Reyes (2012).107

3 WACCM-X108

Model simulations are performed in WACCM-X version 2.0 (H.-L. Liu et al., 2018).109

WACCM-X extends from the surface to the upper thermosphere (4.1 × 10−10 hPa, ∼500-110

700 km depending on solar activity), and has a resolution of 1.9◦ in latitude, 2.5◦ in lon-111

gitude, and 0.25 scale heights above the stratosphere. Up to the lower thermosphere, WACCM-112

X is based on the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) version 4 (Neale et al., 2013)113

and Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) version 4 (Marsh et al.,114

2013). Upper atmospheric processes, including the transport of O+, self-consistent iono-115

spheric electrodynamics, and energetics included in WACCM-X are primarily based on116

the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIE-GCM)117

(Roble et al., 1988; Richmond et al., 1992). H.-L. Liu et al. (2018) and J. Liu et al. (2018)118

provide a detailed description and validation, respectively, of WACCM-X version 2.0119
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For the model simulations in the present study, the specified dynamics approach120

(Smith et al., 2017) is used to constrain the lower atmosphere meteorology up to 50 km121

to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Modern Era Retrospec-122

tive Analysis for Research and Applications version 2 (MERRA-2) (Gelaro et al., 2017).123

Geomagnetic forcing is incorporated by imposing the Heelis empirical convection pat-124

tern at high latitudes (Heelis et al., 1982), which is driven by the 3-hr geomagnetic Kp125

index. The Flare Irradiance Spectral Model (FISM) (Chamberlin et al., 2008) provides126

the solar spectral irradiance for the solar flare that occurred on September 7, 2005. FISM127

is an empirical model that uses observational data from Geostationary Operational En-128

vironmental Satellite (GOES) X-Ray Sensor (XRS), Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere129

Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) Solar Extreme Ultraviolet Experiment (SEE), and130

Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) SOlar Stellar Irradiance Compar-131

ison Experiment (SOLSTICE) to estimate the solar irradiance at wavelengths from 0.1132

to 190 nm at 60 s temporal resolution. FISM is thus able to capture the solar irradiance133

variability during solar flares at wavelengths that directly impact the ionosphere and ther-134

mosphere, which includes the soft X-rays (0.1-10 nm) and extreme ultraviolet (EUV, 10-135

121.6 nm). Previous studies have demonstrated that the solar flare irradiance informa-136

tion provided by FISM is suitable for studying the effects of solar flares in the mesosphere,137

thermosphere, and ionosphere (e.g., Qian et al., 2011; Pettit et al., 2018).138

4 Results and Discussion139

4.1 Flare Impact on 150-km Echoes and Electron Density140

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) observed by JRO on September 7, 2005 is shown141

in Figure 1a. The X-ray flux observed by GOES XRS is shown in Figure 1c. An X-17142

solar flare began at 17:17 UT, reached its maximum intensity at 17:40 UT, and the so-143

lar irradiance returned to nominal levels over the next ∼1 hour. Prior to the solar flare,144

the characteristic behavior of 150-km echoes is observed, with gradually descending lay-145

ers of enhanced SNR that are 5-10 km thick. The enhanced SNR layers are separated146

by gaps that are on the order of a kilometer thick. The layers descend rapidly in alti-147

tude beginning around 17:30 UT, which corresponds to the time when the X-ray en-148

hancement was observed by the GOES satellite. After the flare, around 18:00 UT,149

the layers initially rise rapidly, though the rate of ascent slows over the following hour.150

The vertical thickness of the layers also appears to be changed by the solar flare, with151

the layers being narrower following the solar flare.152

The corresponding electron densities simulated by WACCM-X are shown in Fig-153

ure 1b. Note that the WACCM-X results have been shifted later by 5 minutes to be more154

consistent with the observations. This corresponds to the model time step, as well as the155

solar flare forcing input, so we consider a 5 minute offset to not be a significant discrep-156

ancy between the timing of the solar flare effects in the observations and simulations.157

We also note that the coarse (relative to solar flare time scales) time step of WACCM-158

X may tend to smooth the model response to the solar flare. Contours of constant elec-159

tron density in the WACCM-X simulations exhibit many of the same features that are160

seen in the observations. Prior to the flare, the electron density contours can be seen to161

largely track the gaps and edges in the radar echoes. The exception being the smaller162

scale structures that are seen in the observations, which are attributed to gravity waves163

that are unresolved in WACCM-X. The consistency between the Jicamarca observations164

and WACCM-X simulations is especially apparent during the solar flare. In particular,165

both show a rapid descent in altitude beginning around 17:30 UT, followed by a more166

gradual ascent around 18:00 UT. The electron density contours are additionally more167

closely spaced following the flare, a feature consistent with the JRO SNR observations.168
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Figure 1. (a) JRO observed signal to noise ratio (SNR) during the September 7, 2005 solar

flare. White areas indicate time periods without observations. (b) Electron densities simulated by

WACCM-X at the location of Jicamarca, Peru. (c) Observed GOES x-ray flux for 0.1-0.8 nm.

To better illustrate the relationship between the 150-km echoes observed by JRO169

and the electron density simulated by WACCM-X, the two are plotted together in Fig-170

ure 2 for a shorter time interval around the solar flare. The remarkable agreement in the171

effect of the solar flare on contours of constant electron density and the structure of the172

150-km echo layers can be clearly seen in Figure 2. From Figure 2, it is apparent that173

the gaps in the 150-km echoes seem to follow electron density contours; however, the rea-174

son for this relationship is not yet known. With plasma-lines, there is a matching con-175

dition between plasma-frequency, radar wavelength, and suprathermal electron veloc-176

ity (photoelectrons and auroral secondary electrons), which results in electron density177

dependent plasma-line radar echo enhancements (Perkins et al., 1965). The fact that this178

also occurs for the 150-km echoes, points to a similar wave-particle interaction (Oppenheim179

& Dimant, 2016). An alternative possibility is that the observed layering is related to180

gyro-harmonics (G. Lehmacher et al., 2018), though this would not explain the forma-181

tion of multiple layers in the E-region because there are only two contours in the E-region182

where the electron density plasma frequency is an integer multiple of the gyro-frequency.183
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Thus, although the results demonstrate a close connection between electron density and184

the 150-km echo layers, the reason for this relationship remains unknown. Both of the185

previously mentioned hypotheses will be explored in detail in a future work, where com-186

parisons between JRO observations and WACCM-X simulations under nominal (i.e., non-187

flare) conditions will be considered.188

Figure 2. Observed signal to noise ratio (SNR) (colors), and WACCM-X electron densities in

units of log10cm−3 (contours) during the September 7, 2005 solar flare.

4.2 Flare Impact on Vertical Plasma Drifts189

In addition to influencing the E-region electron densities and 150-km echoes, so-190

lar flares can modulate the electrodynamics of the ionosphere (Qian et al., 2012; Zhang191

et al., 2017). As seen in Figure 3, the JRO observations of vertical plasma drift veloc-192

ity (blue) show a clear response to the solar flare, and the drifts exhibit a sudden ∼15193

ms−1 decrease at the onset of the solar flare. The WACCM-X simulations only exhibit194

a weak (1-2 ms−1) response to the solar flare at 285◦E geographic longitude (black). How-195

ever, a stronger response occurs in the WACCM-X simulations at 320◦E geographic lon-196

gitude (red), though it is still slightly weaker than seen in the observations. Nonethe-197

less, the vertical plasma drift response at 320◦E is generally consistent with the JRO ob-198

servations, and we can thus use the simulations to understand the mechanism behind199

the rapid decrease in the vertical plasma drift during the solar flare.200
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Figure 3. Equatorial vertical drift velocity on September 7, 2005 from Jicamarca 150-km

echoes (blue), and WACCM-X simulations at 285◦E (black) and 320◦E (red) geographic longi-

tude. Dashed lines indicate WACCM-X results without inclusion of the solar flare.

Previous studies investigating the solar flare effects on electrodynamics, and iono-201

spheric currents, have attributed the response to a change in the ionospheric conductiv-202

ity (Qian et al., 2012; Annadurai et al., 2018) and/or penetration electric field due to203

the imbalance of high latitude region-1 and region-2 field aligned currents. The later mech-204

anism was proposed by Zhang et al. (2017) as a source of the decrease in vertical plasma205

drift observed during the September 7, 2005 solar flare. The WACCM-X simulation does206

not include the effects of penetration electric fields, and we therefore attribute the change207

in vertical plasma drifts to changes in the ionospheric conductivity. It should be noted208

that we cannot entirely discount effects of penetration electric fields, and inclusion of pen-209

etration electric fields could lead to a larger vertical plasma drift response. The fact that210

the WACCM-X simulations capture a decrease in vertical plasma drifts at 320◦E does,211

however, indicate that conductivity changes are an important mechanism by which so-212

lar flares influence electrodynamics.213

The changes in the WACCM-X Hall (σH) and Pedersen (σP ) conductivities at 17:45214

UT are shown in Figure 4 for 285◦E and 320◦E geographic longitude. Note that the changes215

are calculated relative to a WACCM-X simulation that did not include the solar flare216

forcing. For reference, maximum Hall and Pedersen conductivities at this time in the WACCM-217

X simulation without the solar flare are ∼8×10−4S/m and ∼5×10−4S/m, respectively.218

The conductivity changes due to the solar flare are thus large compared to the background219

conductivities. The corresponding zonal winds are shown in Figures 4c and 4f. Note that220

the zonal winds are largely unchanged by the solar flare below ∼175 km, and are enhanced221

by 5-10 ms−1 above 200 km (not shown). The change in Hall conductivity due to the222

flare is larger at 285◦E than it is at 320◦E, which should contribute to a larger decrease223

in the daytime eastward electric field, and thus a larger decrease in the vertical drift at224

285◦E. The change in Pedersen conductivity due to the solar flare is generally similar225

at the two longitudes. The background zonal winds are, however, notably different which226

is likely due to the differences in local time at the two longitudes (12:45 SLT at 285◦E227

and 15:05 SLT at 320◦E). We therefore attribute the smaller change in the simulated drift228

response at 285◦E to be due to the zonal winds at the time of the solar flare, and it is229

possible that WACCM-X does not capture the flare effects at 285◦E due to deficiencies230

in the zonal winds. These differences highlight the need to accurately simulate both the231

neutral winds and conductivities in order to accurately simulate the solar flare effects232

on ionospheric electrodynamics.233
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Figure 4. Changes in (a) Hall and (b) Pedersen conductivity at 285◦E geographic longitude

and 17:45 UT. (c) Zonal wind at 285◦ geographic longitude and 17:45 UT. (d-f) Same as (a-c)

except for at 320◦E geographic longitude.

5 Conclusions234

The present study investigates the effects of the September 7, 2005 X-17 solar flare235

on the equatorial ionosphere using a combination of JRO observations and WACCM-236

X simulations. The solar flare is found to produce similar changes in the layering struc-237

ture of observed 150-km echoes and simulated electron densities. In particular, both re-238

veal a rapid descent at the onset of the solar flare, followed by a gradual ascent follow-239

ing the solar flare. The 150-km echo layers and contours of constant electron density are240

also both found to be narrower in vertical extent following the solar flare. These sim-241

ilarities support a connection between the background electron density and the layer-242

ing structure that is seen in 150-km echoes. The reason for this relationship does, how-243

ever, remain unknown, and further investigations into this connection will help in un-244

derstanding the mechanisms that form the still unexplained 150-km echoes. The results245

also demonstrate that relatively coarse resolution whole atmosphere-ionosphere general246

circulation models, such as WACCM-X, can provide insight into smaller-scale structures247

in the equatorial ionosphere. This represents a new application of such models, enabling248
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potential future investigations focused on understanding, for example, the day-to-day249

variability of 150-km echoes.250

The effect of the solar flare on the equatorial vertical plasma drifts was also inves-251

tigated. The JRO observations show a sudden decrease in vertical plasma drift veloc-252

ity of 15-20 ms−1 after the onset of the solar flare. The WACCM-X simulations repro-253

duce a decrease in vertical plasma drift at 320◦E geographic longitude, but only a weak254

(1-2 ms−1) decrease at the longitude of Jicamarca (285◦E). The vertical plasma drift changes255

are primarily attributed to changes in the conductivity in the simulations, which changes256

the daytime eastward electric field, and the longitudinal differences may be related to257

differences in the zonal winds at the time of the solar flare. This demonstrates that sim-258

ulating the electrodynamic effects of solar flares requires accurately simulating both the259

zonal winds as well as the conductivities. Penetration electric fields may also in-260

fluence the response of the equatorial vertical plasma drifts to the solar flare,261

though the present results suggest that this may be a secondary effect.262
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